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SECTION - I

Research Methodology

Choose the most appropriate alternative as an answer :

1. The total area under normal distribution is _________.

A) 50% B) 75%

C) 100% D) None of the above

2. Hypothesis is natured as _________________ to a research question.

A) Trivial answer B) Alternative answer

C) Mere an assumption D) None of the above
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3. The greater the stress experienced in the job the lower the job-satisfaction is
an example of

A) Non directional hypothesis B) Directional hypothesis

C) Unidirectional hypothesis D) All of the above

4. The average life of car tire is 40,000 kms. Is an example of

A) Two tail test B) Right tail test

C) Left tail test D) None of the above

5. Research problem is formulated

A) Before formulation of hypothesis

B) After collection of data

C) After forming a research design

D) Before selection of research design

6. ________ is the first step of hypothesis testing process.

A) Choose a test statistics B) Formulate a hypothesis

C) Compute the statistics D) Make the decision

7. Quantities which can take all numerical values within a certain interval are
called

A) Discrete variables B) Random variables

C) Continuous variables D) None of the above

8. A researcher is generally expected to _______.

A) Study of existing literature in a field

B) Generate new principles and theories

C) Synthesize the ideas given by others

D) Evaluate the findings of a study
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9. The main characteristics of _______ is that the researcher has no control
over the variables, he can only report what has happened or what is happening.

A) Descriptive research B) Analytical research

C) Applied research D) None of these

10. Diagnostic design of research aims at ___________.

A) insight into unknown phenomenon

B) portraying of present picture of phenomenon

C) solution of problem faced

D) measuring of cause and effect relation

11. ___________ is the first step of hypothesis testing process.

A) Choosing a test statistics B) Formulating a hypothesis

C) Computing the statistics D) Making the decision

12. Assigning numbers and symbols to various responses in schedule to various
responses in schedule to facilitate further analysis is called _______.

A) processing B) editing

C) coding D) classification

13. ________ is the strongest correlation.

A) +0.10 B) –0.95

C) +0.90 D) –1.00

14. The chronological development of information in the body of the report is
done according to the __________

A) order in which events occurred B) collection of data

C) choice of the writer D) logical sequence of events
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15. In APA citation style, it formats citation as ________.

A) Authors last name is spelled out and the first name is reduced to initials

B) The authors full name (first and last) is spelled out

C) The authors full name (first and last) with date of birth is spelled out

D) None of the above

16. Assigning number and symbols to various responses in schedule to facilitate
further analysis of data is called ___________.

A) Processing B) Editing

C) Coding D) Classification

17. Sample design constitutes _________.

A) Determining the sample size

B) Determining the method of sampling

C) Determining the universe of study

D) All the above

18. The feature of good research design consists __________.

A) Reliability of data B) Smallest experimental error

C) Economical D) All of the above

19. A _______ is a subset of a _________.

A) Sample, population B) Population, sample

C) Statistics, parameter D) Parameter, statistic

20. A positive correlation is present when _________.

A) two variables move in opposite directions

B) two variables move in the same directions

C) one variable goes up and one goes down

D) several variables never change
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21. Which of the following is an example of random sampling techniques?

A) Taking the name of every person in a telephone book

B) Generating a list of numbers by picking numbers out of a hat and
matching these numbers to names in the telephone book

C) Taking every tenth or twentieth name from a list of everybody in the
telephone book

D) None of the above

22. The most essential step in the research process that determines every step
that follows is to __________.

A) decide whether qualitative or quantitative methods are to be used

B) review the literature in order to acquaint yourself with knowledge

C) have a clear idea about the conclusions you need and drafting a plan to
achieve them

D) formulate a problem statement

23. With the help of statistical tools the hypothesis put to test is ___________.

A) Alternative hypothesis B) Relational hypothesis

C) Null hypothesis D) None of the above

24. The descriptive analysis tools includes _________.

A) Measures of central tendency B) ‘t’ test

C) Chi-square test D) None of the above

25. The hypothesis which put to test statistically is __________.

A) Null hypothesis B) Working hypothesis

C) Alternative hypothesis D) None of the above
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SECTION - II

M.B.A. Based Subject Matter

26. The advertising strategy followed in growth stage of Product Life Cycle
Stage is _________.

A) Informative Advertising B) Persuasive Advertising

C) Competitive Advertising D) None of the above

27. The correct process of marketing decision is ________.

A) Decide on Marketing Mix - Decide on STP - Marketing Environment
Scanning - Marketing Planning

B) Decide on STP - Marketing Environment Scanning - Marketing
Planning - Marketing Mix

C) Marketing Planning - Marketing Environment Scanning - Decide on
STP - Decide on Marketing Mix

D) Marketing Planning - Decide on STP - Marketing Environment
Scanning - Decide on Marketing Mix

28. The first and last step of product development is __________

A) Idea Generation and Marketing Strategy Development

B) Idea Generation and Commercialization

C) Idea Generation and Business Analysis

D) Idea Screening and Commercialization

29. The things with which human has born is __________

A) Needs B) Wants

C) Demands D) All of the above

30. ________ Leadership invites the members of his group to participate in
decision making and implementation.

A) Autocratic B) Free Rein

C) Democratic D) Intellectual
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31. __________ is the requirement of answerability for one’s performance.

A) Accountability B) Authority

C) Responsibility D) Decision making

32. _________ is not a internal source of recruitment.

A) Job rotation B) Promotion

C) Departmental exam D) Transfer

33. The mean of the data series - 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 is

A) 30 B) 40

C) 35 D) 35.5

34. The mode of data series - 5, 6, 5, 8, 4, 5, 6, 5, 4, 6, 5, 7

A) 4 B) 6

C) 5 D) 7

35. Standard deviation is square root of __________.

A) Mean B) Mode

C) Median D) Variance
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36. The critical value Z at 1% level of significance for two tailed test is
__________.

A) 2.58 B) 1.96

C) 1.64 D) 0.00

37. Lets suppose we are predicting sales of salesman after training from number
of years of experience and training evaluation score. The regression equation
Y = 20 + .5X1 + 5X2, where X1 = years of experience and X2 is training
evaluation score. What are the predicted sales for a salesman with 10 years
of experience and his training evaluation score is 8 on a 10 point scale?

A) 120 B) 95

C) 110 D) 65

38. Which correlation is the strongest?

A) +.10 B) –.95

C) +.90 D) –1.00

39. A small standard deviation means a high degree of ___________.

A) Dispersion B) Variability

C) Uniformity D) None of the above

40. Strategic Planning is based on _______ environmental scanning.

A) External B) Extensive

C) Selective D) Short term
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41. If annual raw material consumption is Rs. 12,00,000 and stock of two months
is required to be kept, the estimated value of stock of raw material will be
___________.

A) Rs. 1,00,000

B) Rs. 2,00,000

C) Rs. 6,00,000

D) Can not be calculated from this information

42. The objective(s) of cash flow statement is/are _________.

A) Analysis of cash position B) Short term cash planning

C) Evaluation of liquidity D) All of the above

43. ________ introduced the concept of elasticity of demand.

A) J. R. Hicks B) John Robinson

C) Alfred Marshall D) Joseph Schumpeter

44. Dumping is ___________.

A) Selling the produce below the cost

B) Buying the produce below the cost

C) Selling the produce at profit

D) Buying the produce at profit

45. In _________ , price is determined by the forced of demand and supply.

A) Monopolistic competition B) Monopoly

C) Perfect competition D) Oligopoly
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46. Which of the following is related to patent laws?

A) TRIMS B) TRIPS

C) MFN D) None of the above

47. “Management is the art of knowing what you want to do in the best and
cheapest way.” said by ________.

A) Mc Farland B) Henry Fayol

C) Harold Koontz D) F. W. Taylor

48. Which one of the following is not a characteristic of a bureaucratic
organization?

A) Authority B) Regulations

C) Command structure D) Change

49. A virtual organisation is “An organisation that ________”.

A) uses information and communications technologies (ICT’s) to coordinate
activities without physical boundaries between different functions

B) uses internet technologies to sell products to customers

C) manages the supply chain using digital technologies

D) coordinates the workforce via video conferencing

50. Scanner is an _____________

A) Input device B) Output device

C) I/O device D) None of the above
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Rough Work
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Rough Work


